WE TAKE CARE OF YOU
With a simple opening system, automatic or touchless, you can enter or exit, without touching handles, push buttons, switches. And you’re no longer exposed to risk of infections!

Make it easy to access your condominium for elderly people, mums and people with reduced mobility... or simply for those with full hands. Ditec automations can also be useful inside your home. In complete safety and in full compliance with all regulations!

Be sure not to find doors left open and unattended. With Ditec the door opens and, above all, closes automatically! For the happiness and peace of mind of everyone in the building!

You can drastically reduce cold air drafts or summer heat whiffles. An automatic door limits thermal dispersions to the minimum during people’s passage.

With Ditec you can turn any door in your condominium or in your house into an automatic door, in a simple and inexpensive way! Yes, even if you already have a manual door!
EXAMPLES OF SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR CONDOMINIUM AND YOUR HOUSE

ENTRANCE DOOR TO CONDOMINIUM

Sliding automatic door (mod. DAS107 or DAS200) with activation and safety sensors (mod. PASAA2) to exit and remote control (mod. ZEN) or mobile credentials on smartphone (Smart Connect) or badge reader to enter.

ENTRANCE DOOR TO GARAGE AREA

Swing automatic door (mod. DAB105) with activation sensors (mod. PASS24) to exit and remote control (mod. ZEN) or mobile credentials on smartphone (Smart Connect) or badge reader to enter.

BATHROOM DOOR

Automatic operator for flush doors (mod. OLLY-C) with touchless push button (mod. PID24) or activation sensors (mod. PASAA2) to enter and exit.

For additional information and other available solutions please contact your favorite Ditec dealer or check out our website www.ditecentrematic.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
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